
Technical Information
Uni-GardrM

Uni-GardrM 520

1. DESCRIPTION - Uni-GardrM 520 is a one piece liner which is designed to give a
peelable seal by Induction Heat Sealing to polyethylene and polypropylene containers.
Uni-GardrM 520 is normally available in tape form only. Specialist equipment is required to
punch this material with a pull-tab. The nominal overall thickness is 0.23 mm.

2. COMPOSITION

Polyester
Foamed Polyolefin
Aluminium Foil
Polyester
Heat Seal Peelable Film

3. TYPICAL PTTYSICAL PROPERTIES

Nominal

0.012 mm
0.125 mm
0.020mm
0.012 mm
0.060 mm

MVTR < 0.01 elrn2 24 hts @ 38'C 90% RH (BS3l77 1959)
02 Permeability < 0.01 cclm2 24 hrs b* @23"C 50yo RH (ASTMD3985-81)

4.USES: Typical applications include innerseals for dairy products, fruit preserves, juices,
condiments and other products that require improved ba:rier properties.

5. PRODUCT CONTACT STATUS - All components meet the relevant EEC
requirements. Further details can be supplied on request.

6. RECOMMENDED STORAGE - Uni-GardrM 520 is not temperature sensitive, but
ideally should be stored between 15-30" Centigrade and 40-600/o Relative Humidity.

Strict stock rotation is important and it is recommended that lining materials are inserted into
caps within 9 months of our despatch/invoice date. We further recom.mend that lined caps are
sealed to bottles within 3 months of being wadded.

7. TESTING -
The technical information contained herein is based on our tests and on information believed
to be reliable, but we can assume no responsibility for the firnction of these materials in
operation not under our direct control. No guarantee of the behaviour of these materials is
either expressed or implied in this information sheet. We strongly recommend that
laboratory tests are carried out to determine the suitability of the liner material being
considered for any given application.

This information does not preclude the necessity for you to check the suitability of our
product for its intended use. In this respect, please refer to Clause 8 of our Conditions of
Sale.
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